
Aha Kindergarten (2016-17)

Introduction

Aha Kindergarten is a school for children 3-6 years of age, following a self-directed, free-progress
philosophy of learning. Inspired by the teachings of Mother and Sri Aurobindo, our objective is to 
develop conscious inner will to grow and progress.

Children naturally possess the curiosity to know and learn. This is to be nurtured consciously. It is
by their free will that children have to grow up into self-determining individuals, striving consciously 
to blossom to full inner potential, not only in respect of academics but physically, emotionally, 
aesthetically and spiritually as well.

Activities and outcomes of the year

Communication with the parents especially has been a focus for this year. The facilitators have 
ensured that this communication is frequent and complete. As a result, the parent body has had 
ample opportunity to share and to hear from the facilitators. They have expressed satisfaction with 
the school and the progress of their children.

Highlights of the year included:

• Aha Fair: In September, through a parent initiative, Aha hosted a Community Fair to gather 
together children, parents, teachers and the wider community for a celebration and a 
sharing. There was a whole host of activities, including music by Krishna, drumming by the 
African Pavilion, chanting, a circle dance, face painting, and a crafts corner. Participants 
could get an astrological reading, have fun with bubbles, and then help themselves to a 
variety of snacks and then a wonderful dinner by Well Café. The atmosphere was joyous and 
lively. We all had the benefit of the togetherness and harmony that this event created.

• Vegetable garden: Led by Krishna of Solitude Farm, the Aha community participated in 
creating a vegetable garden, planting a wonderful variety of things: pumpkin, basil, papaya, 
corn, tomatoes, eggplant, beans and plenty of chicken spinach. All hands helped in the 
digging, bringing in the compost, planting and watering. The children and parents have since 
been helping to nurture and water the garden to keep it going happily. We have been able 
to share the produce with the children at snack times.

• New playground structure: Amos designed an adventurous play structure for us, and it was 
manifested with the help of other parents. Made of bamboo, rope, wood and net, it invites 
the children to explore, overcome new boundaries, understand each other's capacities and 
cooperate with each other. The platform on the top creates an opportunity for gathering 
together in camaraderie.

• New ‘cosy corner’: A brand new indoor play space was created up on the loft under the 
roof, reachable by a wooden step-ladder. This is a quiet space for reading, blocks and other 
quiet play.

• Srima Beach camping trip: We closed the year with a two-day camping trip to Srima Beach. 
The children had a most wonderful experience playing in the sand together, swimming in the
sea, building their own tents, gathering around a bonfire, and sharing music and food.

• Involvement of the Aha Support Group: The Support Group was involved from time to time 
to the great benefit of the school. Aha continues to seek advice and support from this group.



Reflections

We have been able to see the growth and progress in each child's physical, emotional, and 
mental aspects. This growth is reflected in their spirit of cooperation, in increased patience and 
perseverance, and in the nurturing and growth of their own interests, both collective and individual. 
We have been witness to the struggles and successes of the mixed-age group. It has been a joy to 
see the natural growth and development of each child.

We have been able to address one of our last year's goals: the creation of new physical spaces 
for the children. We expect to continue to work on this aspect of the school.

A change in the constitution of the Aha team has meant that we have had to work particularly 
hard to reconcile various ideas of ‘free progress’ and integral education. Each team member comes 
with a unique perspective and their own strengths and understandings, and this presents us with a 
challenge as well as a learning opportunity to figure out how to integrate different approaches and 
create a sense of balance.

Conclusion

We will continue to focus on team work and team spirit as we go forward. We look forward to 
creating more opportunities for discussion and communication about a shared vision and plan. We 
will continue to clarify our idea of ‘free progress’ and our role in creating this opportunity at Aha.
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